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Background

Over the past few years various Staff College
conferences (on work based learning and
vocational qualifications) have raised issues
regarding the implementation of work based
learning and the acquisition of vocational
qualifications for students with learning difficulties
and disabilities (SLDD). This paper seeks to clarify
how the 'good practice' model of work based
learning and its tools can be used successfully with
SLDD learners along with any group of learners.

Introduction

The Work Based Learning Project developed the
`good practice model' of work based learning for
companies, trainers and off-job providers. The
model offers an operation definition for work based
learning (WBL), together with strategies, tools and
techniques for all the participants. The good
practice model is a partnership model and has three
prime partners: the production professionals
(employers, managers, supervisors, etc.), the
learning professionals (trainers, teachers, tutors,
etc.) and the worker-learners (employed workers).
There is also a group of support partners, the
guidance professionals (personnel officers, careers
officers etc.).

The work based learning good practice model has
a 'tool kit' of publications associated with it (see
appendices for a brief overview of the tools).

Although developed for training in the workplace,
the WIN, tool kit can also be used with full-time
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learners in institutional settings (as opposed to
employed workers) in any learning programme
containing work experience or practical
assignments/experience as a feature. For example,
sandwich courses; social work, caring, nurse
training; teacher training, articled teacher training,
developmental teacher appraisal; employee
induction, training, re-training; accreditation of
prior learning; work experience in schools, FE,
TVEI; project work, assignment work in general.
The WBL tools were Walled in a number of these
areas and reports are available.

Very little direct field work has been undertaken
with students with learning difficulties and
disabilities but in The Staff College publication
Individual Development Plans in BTEC First
and National Diplomas (Worley 1993 a case
study on the introduction of work based learning
approaches and tools to BTEC students) the field
worker had two students from her college's special
needs teaching unit who were being integrated into
the BTEC First Diploma in leisure studies and
with whom she used core skills and WBL action
planning.

In the partnership model, all the partners need to
have tools, strategies for learning and curricular
processes which are accessible to them and can be
understood by them. National (or Scottish)
Vocational Qualifications (N/SVQs) and General
N/SVQs both fulfil the function of accessibility
since the intended outcomes of learning are fully
and comprehensively described so that each
partner, including the learner, knows what the
outcome targets are, the range over which
performance extends and the criteria for success.
The level of understanding of the work based
learning tools in the tool kit and their use will of
course vary widely within and between partners,
but practice in their use can improve this. For all
learners an essential aspect of the curricular
processes is to develop greater autonomy,
responsibility and some management of their own
learning, and in addition for SLDD learners, the
focus must also be on developing their adult status.
The fundamental need is to develop skilled learners
and this is a partnership process and the
responsibility of the three prime partners:
production professionals, learning professionals
and learners.

In the multi-agency situations which are likely to
be the norm for full-time learners in institutional

settings, the WBL approaches provide a framework
that can be used across different college
departments, different agencies, real work
experience and simulated work experience. In the
partnership model, all partners have to take some
responsibility for developing the learner, and this
requires tools that can be shared and used by all
partners. The following sections illustrate, some
of the uses of the WBL tools in developing and
delivering a programme of learning opportunities
for an individual learner. It is assumed throughout
that full college support mechanisms for SLDD
learners are in place.

The WBL tool kit

WBL tools are intended to be accessible to all
partners (although practice in their use may be
needed to gain familiarity). The tools include:

the operational definition of work based
learning;

a list of 18 strategies for structuring learning
opportunities in the workplace;

the work based learning core skills;

the job competence model;

the individual development plan;

the Guide to work based learning terms
(Levy 1989);

the assessment matrix.

The tools are summarised in the appendices to
this paper. Appendix 8 gives details of the tools
themselves, together with publications which
explain them more fully and give guidance and
examples of their use.

Vocational qualifications

Vocational qualifications are obtained by providing
evidence that standards in a specific number of
units of competence have been satisfactorily
achieved. The unit is currently me smallest part
of the vocational qualification that can be
separately assessed and accredited. Each unit has
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Figure 1: The two routes in the delivery of vocational qualifications

Standard/\
(element title with performance

criteria and range statement)

learningassessment

a number of elements, each of which has its own
performance criteria, range statements and
suggestions as to evidence required. Thus each
element of competence is in itself a standard.
Standards provide the detailed information about
what has to be assessed and also what will have to
be learned if the learner has not already gained the
experience (and can provide evidence) at the
particular level of performance and across the range
required.

This means that two routes have to be considered
in the delivery of vocational qualifications: the
learning route and the assessment route. The WBL
tool kit can provide support for both routes (see
Figure 1), but this paper concentrates on the
learning route. The assessment route has been
well specified by the National Council for
Vocational Qualifications (NCVQ).

The learning route

Learning opportunities available in
the community

The learning professional will need to undertake
an audit of learning opportunities generally
available in the community or environment in
which they and the learners find themselves. These
opportunities can include:

Employers offering work expel.: nce or
employment opportunities this needs to

be accompanied by some knowledge of the
workplace resources (e.g. equipment,
experience of workers in dealing with
inexperienced learners, etc.), activities (e.g.
what sector, what kinds of processes, etc.),
and the interest and experience of the
company in supporting the community.
This information will often have to be culled
over a period of time.

Voluntary and community organisations/
agencies offering learning opportunities/
work experience.

College departments/areas offering work
simulation or work experience
opportunities, for example, in catering,
model office/college office, ground/college
maintenance, etc. College staff in this role
will be acting as production professionals
rather than learning professionals.

College resources in terms of classes
available to learners, open learning with
support, number/communications
workshops, computer based learning
facilities, etc.

Learning opportunities required for
an individual learner

The learning professional, often with the assistance
of the guidance professional skilled in advising
SLDD learners, will decide what sector is likely

7
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to be appropriate for the learner. The outcomes of
initial discussion and exploration of the learner's
interests could Ix, recorded using the Individual
Development Plan (in part 1 sections A, B and C

see Appendix 2), with the final decision on aims
and intentions and action to be taken recorded in
section D. Following this, and using the published
standards for that sector, the learning professional
can consider which N/SVQ or GN/SVQ elements
and units might be appropriate for the learner. The
audit of learning opportunities (see above) will
enable judgements to be made on whether work
based or work related learning opportunities for
these elements/units could be provided. For
example, can the learner be placed with a
supportive employer or get simulated work
experience in the appropriate sector?

Using the standards for the elements of competence
as a guide, the learning professional should be
able to negotiate with a chosen sympathetic
employer or college department offering work
simulation (i.e. the production professionals), to
identify and agree what work/work experience can
be offered to the learner. This may cover one or
more of the elements and range statements. This
agreed schedule should take into account the first
two components of work based learning (see
Appendix 1) and should be entered into the
appropriate parts of the content page of part 2 of
the Individual Development Plan (see Appendix
2) together with a date for reviewing progress over
the whole learning programme. The Individual
Development Plan (IDP) is the major document
for managing the planning, recording and
reviewing of negotiated learning opportunities.

The learning professional should explain to the
employer or college department about the three
components of work based learning (see Appendix
1) so that they know what is expected of the
workplace or work simulation (the N/SVQ
standards link learning to the work role as a matter
of course):

(i) in the first component (following the
learner's initial induction) the employer is
getting productive work undertaken, while
the learner is intended to gain experience,
practice skills and develop self-confidence
as an indepc.ident worker. This means the
employer is gaining an extra pair of hands
for a period of time.

(ii)in the second component the learner is
getting some on-job training relating to the
job. This will be with a more experienced
worker or company trainer and can include
providing structured feedback on the
learner's work, formal reviews and/or
collection and discussion of evidence
relating to achievement, in addition to direct
training. This component thus requires the
employer to use his/her resources on the
learner rather than on productive work. It
will be important to ensure that an
appropriate balance x3 kept between the first
and second components so that it is not too
expensive for the employer to offer a
placement to a learner.

(iii) the third component (off-job learning) is
unlikely to cost the employer anything for
SLDD learners, but the employer might be
interested in making suggestions as to what
off-job learning opportunities might
contribute to the learner's performance in
the workplace, e.g. communication skills,
number skills, etc.

The next step for the learning professional is to
identify and agree where and within which college
programme/course off-job learning opportunities
might be provided both to support the learner in
the way suggested by the workplace and/or to
complete the element or unit chosen. This agreed
schedule should be entered into the off-job part of
the content page of part 2 of the Individual
Development Plan. It is important to remember
that at the time of writing the unit is the smallest
part of a vocational qualification which can be
separately credited, but this does not mean that all
the elements have to be achieved in the same place
(they do, of course, have to be linked by vocation).

In discussing with the workplace or work
simulation provider what kinds of learning
opportunities might be provided, the learning
professional might find it helpful to introduce them
to '18 strategies for structuring learning
opportunities in the workplace' (see Appendix 3)
and 'the job competence model' (see Appendix 4)
to help unpick the kinds of workplace activities
which might be available to the learner and also
the kinds of skills which could be learned. For
example, organising a number of tasks, learning
to cope with breakdown in routines and so on.
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There are a number of examples of the 18 strategies
in the recommended publication (Matthews et a
1992). Some learners, once they have experience
of a specific workplace, may also be able to use
these tools to suggest what opportunities they
would like to have in the workplace the: are in.

While still at the discussion stage with the
workplace or work simulation provider (i.e. the
production professionals), it is a good idea to talk
them through part 2 of the IDP (see Appendix 2)
and explain that every learning opportunity agreed
will be recorded on the content page and will then
be reviewed in detail with findings recorded on
the review page. It should be explained that the
review process for the first two components may
involve the learner, the production professional
and the learning professional, depending on
circumstances (the provider will want to know ho'w
much time the production professionals would
have to spend on this). The first review may be
quite early on for a new placement, e.g. two weeks,
but subsequent reviews will depend on
circumstances. The provider must also know that
the learning professional can be contacted readily
if needed. It is also a good idea to let the provider
as well as the learner see the assessment matrix
(see Appendix 7), which will act as a learning
diary and assist the process of collecting evidence
for assessment. The provider will also want to
know how he/she is expected to contribute to the
evidence collection and what time this will take
up for him/her or their workers.

The learning professional may want to undertake
quite a lot of the reviewing process with the learner
during the off-job learning opportunity. For some
SLDD learners this component may be the largest
part of their learning programme. Each agreed
learning opportunity will have to be reviewed
together with unexpected opportunities which
presented themselves by chance. This is a good
time to introduce the work based learning core
skills as a tool to interrogate with the learner the
activities he/she has engaged in over a period of
time to find out what skills they used, or found
they didn't have. The analysis process using WBL
core skills (core analysis) can encourage a fruitful
dialogue about activities people have engaged in
(there are many field work examples available,
see Appendix 8).

If the SLDD learner is trying to achieve NCVQ
core skill units, using WBL core skills to

interrogate activities the learner has engaged in,
can help point the way. For example, the learner
can be asked, 'Did you have to work out numerical
information?' (WBL core skill 1.2). In discussing
the answer to this with the learner it should be
possible to pull out information relating to
performance criteria and range for NCVQ core
skill application of number, level 1 element 1.1
'gather and process data at core skill level 1'. This
can lead in turn:

to the recognition that evidence of the
learner's performance is available; and

to identifying specific learning
opportunities needed to achieve the NCVQ
element, e.g. conversion between different
units of measurement.

In the communication field a learner could be
asked 'Did you have to find out information from
written sources?' (WBL core skill 6.2). The range
and content covered by the written sources can be
identified by further discussion e.g. the learner
can be asked 'What kind of information did you
have to find out? What kind of material (format)
were you using?' The discussion following this
can be related to the performance criteria and range
for NCVQ core skill communication, level 1
element 1.4 'read and respond to written material
and images in pre-set formats'.

The 103 WBL core skills (see Appendix 6) include
12 communication skills under the heading
'working with people' and a number of other skills
which relate to working with people. Some of
these could assist in the development of NCVQ
core skills units, personal skills working with
others. For example, a learner could be asked,
'Did you discuss with other people in the
workplace how things are to be done?' (WBL core
skill 8.6). In following through with the learner
any answer given to this, it might be possible to
identify information relating to achievement in
NCVQ core skill personal skills working with
others, element 1.1, performance criteria 'own
activities are directed towards achieving collective
goals and meeting own responsibilities'.

The self-reviewing processes that use of the IDP
encourage in the learner, and which include
interrogation using core skills (core analysis), can
also make a useful contribution to the NCVQ core
skill personal skills improving own learning and

9
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performance. It should assist in providing evidence
for the performance cnteria and range in both
elements 1.1 'contribute to the process of
identifying strengths and weaknesses and agree
short term targets' and element 1.2 'follow given
activities to learn and improve performance'.

The 103 WBL core skills are written in everyday
language which makes it possible to interrogate
learners at all levels and to discuss particular
aspects of their performance and activities. The
language can be used for jointly discussing
performance by all partners learning
professionals, production professionals, guidance
professionals and worker/learners. For learners at
higher levels the discussion can be very
sophisticated, for example, in number skills,
discussion of statistical analysis techniques, so the
WBL core skills language is not restrictive in
encouraging discussion with learners who may
have a range of abilities and interests.

Conclusion

Learning to use new curriculum tools to deliver
new qualifications is not an easy task and will
initially take quite a lot of effort on the part of the
learning professional. Working in a partnership
model and using partnership processes in which
responsibility for achieving learning outcomes is
shared between partners will also be a new process
for many. Practice in using the WBL tool kit and
swapping experiences in using them with other
learning professionals is highly recommended.
Remember that the tools were designed for the
whole range of learners post-16 and are not
restricted to SLDD learners. This means that ideas
can be exchanged across college structures and
cohorts. In addition, the field work written up by
learning professionals working in The Staff
College Work Based Learning Project can provide
many useful examples (a catalogue of publications
is available from the publications department,
address at the front of this paper).

6 Mendip Papers
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Work Based Learning

A good practice model

An overview of some tools and strategies

The Work Based Learning (WBL) 'good practice model' offers strategies,
tools and techniques which enable cost effective, individualised learning
programmes to be designed and delivered at all levels in the workforce (related
to NVQs if required). An overview of six of these is provitktd in the following
appendices.

For further information contact Margaret Levy on 071-229 1021. She directed
development work on the good practice model which began in 1982 and was
funded for over eight years, first by the European Social Fund, and then by
MSC and Training Agency. For the full list of WBL publications call
Publications, The Staff College Blagdon, Bristol BS18 6RG Tel 0761 462503.

Mendip Papers
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Appendix 1: Definition of work based learning (WBL)

In the good practice model, WBL is defined as:

Linking learning to the work role.

N/SVQ standards link learning to the work role as a matter of course. Work based learning has three
inter-related components, each of which provides an essential contribution to the lezming:

(i) structuring learning opportunities in the workplace (allocated work activities which are productive
and at the same time provide an opportunity for learning);

(ii) providing appropriate on job training/leaming opportunities (sustained learning/instruction in
specific aspects of the job which is carried out in the workplace but does not make a net
contribution to productivity);

(iii) identifying and providing relevant off-job learning opportunities (opportunities for learning
away from where the worker-learner normally works and outside normal productive wi:W
activities)

For further explication and discussion on the three components and their use see Strategies for structuring
learning opportunities in the workplace and implementing work based learning (Matthews et al.
1992) and Work Based Learning a good practice model (Levy 1991).

8 Mendip Papers



Appendix 2: The Individual Development Plan (IDP)

The IDP is a means of specifying and reviewing a programme of learning for an individual learner. It
offers processes and a format together with detailed guidance on 'action planning' which can be used in
all sizes of company, all industrial and commercial sectors, and for worker/learners at all levels.

Part 1 is intended to encourage learners to reflect on and record the following:

where am I now? (Part 1 Section A my current situation);

what have I done so far? (Part 1 Section B my past experience employment/training/
qualifications/awards);

what skills and qualifications have I got? (Part 1 Section C skills I have gained from my past/
current situation);

where do I want to get to? (Part 1 Section D my aims and intentions); and

how do I get there? ((Part 1 Section D how I will work towards them).

Part 2 provides a detailed record of the negotiated, individualised learning opportunities agreed between
the production professional, learning professional and the learner (Part 2 content page), and provides
for detailed reviewing and recording of progress in the agreed learning opportunities (Part 2 review
page).

The Staff College publication Using Individual Development Plans the work based learning
approach to action planning (Hunt et al. 1991) explains the concepts and use of the IDP. See Appendix
8 for details of the publication and how to order it.

13 Mendip Papers [9]



Extract from Using Individual Development Plans the work based learning
approach to action planning

PART 1 Section A - my current situation. -
Summary of my current situation Date:

regardlirg work Naming, etc.
(full- or part-time jobs, school/college courses including day-release or

evening classes)

^ _
My other activities
(e.g. paid or unpaid responsibilities in the home and/or community)

Other things I wish to record
(which may affect my plans - e.g. how far I can travel, what hours I can

work)

I PART 1 Section B - my past experience

I My previous employment From -To
(including part-time or seasonal jobs and work experience)

My education and training
(including qualifications gained)

(at school/college, at work and elsewhere)

Other qualifications and awards

From - To

PART 1 Section C - my skills

Skills I have gained frnm my past experience and my current
situation

My current situation

My other activities

My previous employment

My education and training

PART 1 Section D - my future

My alms and intentions
(long-term career goal(s), objectives both personal and operational,

ways 10 progress in current employment and/or short term intentions)

How I can work towards my aims and Intentions?
(skills I need to develop, courses I should study, experience I wish b
gain)

10 Mendip Papers
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Extract from Using Individual Development Plans the work based learning
approach to action planning

Each learning opportunity on the content page has to be reviewed in detail on the review page.

PART 2 My agreed learning schedule until the next review

Content page no. [ J Date content agreed:

1. Learning In the workplace (allocated work activities which are
productive and at the same time provide an opportunity for learning)

2. Oniob training (sustained learning /instruction in specific aspects
I of the job iihich is carried out in the workplace but does not make a net

contribution to productivity)

3. Offjob learning (opportunities for learning away from where the
worker-learner normally works and outside normal productive work
activities)

Date fixed for next review:

PART 2

Review page no. I

1. Learning In the workplace (allocated work activities which are
productive and at the same time provide an opportuniry for learning)

2. Oniob training (sustained learning /instruction in specific aspects
of the job which is carried out in the workplace but does not make a net

contribution to productivity)

3. ()Nob learning (opportunities for learning away from where the
I worker-learner normally works and outside normal productive work

activities)

Date review

agreed

My

signature

Facilitator's

signature

Note before review is finished you should complete next content page, fix next

review date and transfer anything achieved to the appropriate record of
; achievement

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Appendix 3: 18 strategies for structuring learning opportunities in the
workplace

Learners' location in the organisation

Placing the learner in a particular department/office

Placing the learner to work with particular personnel

Placing the learner to observe or shadow particular personnel

Changing the learner's location

Allocation of activities and learning opportunities

Sequencing the learner's activities

Choosing between available activities

Seizing learning opportunities as they arise

Changing the learner's activity

Creating learning opportunities which would otherwise not occur

Using work based projects and other learning materials/activities

Scope of learner activities

Changing the extent and type of supervision

Changing the discretion given to the learner

Increasing or decreasing the range of activities engaged in by the learner

Learner awareness of skill and performance

Providing clear feedback to the learner

Providing opportunities for reflection

Providing opportunities for debriefing

Helping learners to analyse their activities and to be aware of the skills involved

Making explicit the competerices and skills required in the learner's work role

See publication: Strategies for structuring learning opportunities in the workplace and implementing
work based learning (Matthews et al. 1992)
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Appendix 4: The job competence model

The job competence model identifies four components which make up job competence. It was this model
that formed the basis of functional analysis used to develop NVQ standards. Each component has
particular kinds of skills associated with it. The components of job competence are:

tasks;

task management;

contingency management;

job/role environment.

Task skills

Skills that are used routinely in well defined tasks or technical activities, and have a definite outcome or
conclusion (e.g. collating a report, typing a batch of correspondence, carrying out a haematology analysis,
sorting and collating dental radiographs, etc.).

Task management skills

Skills used in handling or organising a number of different tasks (e.g. maintaining an efficient work
sequence) or where the job includes additional responsibilities which intrude on routine tasks (e.g.
responsibility for monitoring the office stock cupboard, maintain seasonal records of propagation and
planting, etc.).

Contingency management skills

Skills of responding to irregularities and breakdowns in routines, procedures, or sequence of activities
(e.g. disruption of work flow, equipment failure).

Job /role environment skills

Skills which reflect the fact that the worker is affected to a greater or lesser extent by his/her social and
physical environment. Skills of working directly with other workers and people from outside the
workplace, particularly customers, clients and members of the public: also skills used in responding
appropriately to high criticality in terms of cost/value of equipment, safety of others, and in working
environments with known health and safety hazards.

See publications Job competence a description for use in VET (Mansfield and Matthews 1985a) and
Occupational standards job competence and the measurement of achievement (Mansfield and
Matthews 1985h)

Mendip Papers 13



Appendix 5: The work based learning core skills

The work based learning core skills are defined as
'those skills which are common in a wide range of
tasks and which are essential for competence in
those tasks'. They are work related and underpin
the concern of skill transfer. They aid the analysis
of work activities (known as core analysis) and
perform a number of functions in implementing
vocational education and training (VET).

There are 103 work based learning core skills
arranged in the four core areas of number,
communication, problem solving, and practical,
with these further sub-divided into 14 skill groups.
A listing of the 103 core skills is available inside
the back cover of every WBL publication.

Core skills have been used in a number of ways,
for example, to:

provide a new language of skill for
describing occupational competence;

assist with the accreditation of work based
learning;

assist with the design of work based learning
throughout VET;

develop learners' awareness of transferable
skills and their own ability to use them to
tackle new tasks;

provide approaches in VET which
encourage autonomy of ]earning and
develop personal effectiveness;

assist selection by providing a broader base
of information for selectors in employment
and further and higher education (FHE);

assist with workplace analysis to identify
the competences required by an individual
worker in a specific workplace;

assist with the diagnosis of individual
workers' training needs.

A number of techniques have been developed for
using work based learning core skills in the ways
described above (this includes APL). The field
work has been written up and is available in the
following Work Based Learning publications (sec
Appendix 8 for details): The flow chart for core
analysis: a technique for analysing work activity

using work based learning core skills;
COMPET2 program manual for core analysis:
a technique for analysing work activity using
work based learning core skills (with IBM
compatible disk); Supporting transition:
curriculum vitae for workers changing jobs; A
work based learning approach to selection and
training (with British Gas); Work based learning
core skills in Employment Training: a case
study; Individual development plans in BTEC
First and National Diplomas.

The four core areas and their skill
groups

number

operating with numbers

interpreting numerical and related
information

estimating

measuring and marking out

recognising cost and value

communication

finding out information and interpreting
instructions

providing information

working with people

problem solving

planning: determining and revising
courses of action

decision making: choosing between
alternatives

monitoring: keeping track of progress and
checking

practical

preparing for a practical activity

carrying out a practical activity

finishing off a practical activity
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Appendix 6: The Work Based Learning core skills: quick reference list

NUMBER COMMUNICATION

1 Operating with numbers 6 Finding out information and interpreting instructions
1.1 Count items singly or in batches. 6.1 Find out information by speaking to other p,:.opie.
1.2 Work out numerical information. 6.2 Find out information from written sources.
1.3 Check and correct numerical information. 6.3 Find out information by observing.
1.4 Compare numerical information from different sources. 6.4 Interpret spoken instructions.
1.5 Work out the cost of goods and services. 6.5 Interpret written instructions.

6.6 Find out the needs of other people in the workplace.
2 Interpreting numerical and related information 6.7 Find out the facts about things that have gone wrong.
2.1 Interpret numerical data or symbols in written or printed

form.
6.8 Find out the needs of customers and clients.

2.2 Interpret diagrams and pictorial representations. 7 Providing information
23 Interpret scales, dials and digital readouts. 7.1 Provide information by speaking to other people in the
2.4 Identify items by interpreting number colour, letter workplace.

codes or symbols. 7.2 Provide information by speaking to customers and
2.5 Locate places by interpreting number, colour or letter clients.

systems. 7.3 Provide information in writing and by means of tables
and diagrams.

3 Estimating 7.4 Provide information by demonstrating to other people.
3.1 Estimate quantity of observed items or materials. 7.5 Provide information by answering questions in the
3.2 Estimate quantities required for a process. course of the job.
3.3 Estimate portions or shares. 7.6 Provide information by explaining to others about
3.4 Estimate dimensions of an observed object or structure. problems that have occurred in the job.
3.5 Estimate weight, volume, or other properties.
3.6 Estimate the time needed for an activity. 8 Working with people
3.7 Estimate the time an activity has been going on. 8.1 Notice when to ask other people in the workplace for
3.8 Estimate the rate of use. of items or materials. assistance.
3.9 Estimate the cost of goods and services. 8.2 Ask other people in the workplace for assistance.
3.10 Estimate and compare shapes or angles. 8.3 Notice the needs of customers, clients, and other people
3.11 Estimate the size of gaps or holes and the fit of items. in the workplace.
3.12 Estimate required sizes of containers or covering 8.4 Offer assistance to other people in the workplace.

materials. 8.5 React appropriately to requests from other people in
3.13 Estimate size or shape for the purpose of sorting. the workplace.
3.14 Estimate settings for tools, equipment, machinery. 8.6 Discuss with other people in the workplace how things

are to be done.
4 Measuring and marking out 8.7 React appropriately to complaints from other people in
4.1 Measure the dimensions of an object or structure. the workplace.
4.2 Mark out required dimensions and shape. 8.8 Offer assistance to customers and clients.
4.3 Measure weight, volume 1r other properties. 8.9 React appropriately to requests from customers and
4.4 Measure out a required weight or volume. clients.
4.5 Measure the time a process or activity takes. 8.10 Converse with customers and clients in order to

establish or maintain appropriate relationship.
5 Recognising cost and value 8.11 React appropriately to complaints from customers and
5.1 Compare the cost of different goods and services. clients.
5.2 Compare the relative costs and benefits of buying or

using goods and services.
8.12 Notice where people behave exceptionally and whether

action is required.
5.3 Recognise the value of items in order to take appropriate

care of them.
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PROBLEM SOLVING

9 Planning: determining and revising courses of action
9.1 Plan the order of activities.
9.2 Plan who does what and when.
9.3 Plan tools, equipment, machinery, and stock and

materials needed for a task.
9.4 Plan the arrangement of items.
9.5 Plan how to communicate for a particular purpose.
9.6 Plan how to present information.
9.7 Plan how to find information.
9.8 Diagnose a fault.
9.9 Plan how to deal with hazards and difficulties that might

arise.

PRACTICAL

12 Preparing for a practical activity
12.1 Locate the place where work is to be carried out if it is

not the usual one
12.2 Identify or locate: tools, equipment,

machinery,12.3 Handle, lift or transport: materials,
12.4 Check and adjust or clean: stock or items,
12.5 Arrange for safe and easy working: animals
12.6 Carry out start-up procedures.
12.7 Adjust heating, lighting, ventilation.
12.8 Check for potential hazards in the work area.
12.9 Carry out health and safety procedures.

9.10 Plan how to deal with things that have gone wrong. 13 Carrying out a practical activity
13.1 Adopt safe working practices.

10 Decision making: choosing between alternatives 13.2 Lift or transport objects or materials.
10.1 Decide when action is required. 13.3 Manipulate objects or materials.
10.2 Decide which category something belongs to. 13.4 Operate and control or adjust tools, equipment,
10.3 Decide between alternative courses of action. machinery or instruments.
10.4 Decide how to make the best of an awkward situation. 13.5 Set up, assemble or dismantle equipment, machinery,
10.5 Decide on a correct response when accidents or instruments or products.

emergencies occur. 13.6 Adopt safe practices in the event of accidents or
emergencies.

11 Monitoring: keeping track of progress and checking
11.1 Check that he/she is performing a task to standard. 14 Finishing off a practical activity
11.2 Monitor a process or activity. 14.1 Carry out procedures to turn off or hand over: TOOLS,
11.3 Monitor the availability of stocks or materials. EQUIPMENT, MACHINERY
11.4 Check the quality and condition of equipment, materials

or products.
14.2 Check products or results of activity for quality and

accuracy.
11.5 Check written information. 14.3 Carry out procedures for cleaning or routine
11.6 Monitor the safety of the workplace. maintenance.
11.7 Notice that things have gone wrong, and that action is

required.
14.4 Carry out procedures to hand over products or results

of activity.
14.5 Carry out procedures to store or return:

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MACHINERY,
MATERIALS, STOCK (.,( ITEMS. ANIMALS

14.6 Restock for future requirements if necessary.
14.7 Check for potential hazards in the work area.
14.8 Carry out health and safety procedures.
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Appendix 7: An assessment matrix to help with the collection of assessment
evidence

where?

who
with?

workplace on job off-job special
project

open
learning

other

supervisor

experienced
worker

°#"0,1111x.ed°), Vt
the

canteen with
sally helping to
dish op meals

company
trainer

off-job tutor
i

!

1

open
learning
tutor

I learner .

alone I

i i

on Wednesday

morning / worked
through a
maths
worksheet

other /helped/it the
garage on
Saturday

The learner can be provided with the above rr 'trix
which acts as a learning diary, to encourage them
to record, on a regular basis (this could be once a
day or once a week depending on the learner) what
experience they have had and with whom. It is
difficult managing individualised learning
programmes, especially when the learner is in a
variety of learning situations. It is very easy for
evidence of activity and achievement in that
activity to be lost without some kind of informal
record of what has happened to the learner.

The matrix can form one of the bases of discussion
when reviewing achievement or evidence

collection with the learner. The work based
learning core skills can be used to interrogate the
experience, say in the garage on Saturday, to find
out more precisely what the activity consisted of
and what skills were used and whether from this
experience there could be a contribution to
evidence for a particular element of competence.

The matrix can encourage greater learner
participation in his/her learning programme and
in the learning processes they are engaging in.
This in turn encourages learner autonomy and
indepaidence.
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Appendix 8: Resources and references

Burden, Ken, Tim Oates and Ron Watson (1991) Supporting transition: curriculum vitae for workers
changing jobs. Reference number 2816. ISBN 1 85663 037 4 £4.50 A4 26pp

This report describes work undertaken by the Work Based Learning Project in conjunction with
Newham Community College and the London Borough of Newham during 1988 and 89. The
report shows how a new approach to curriculum vitae (CV) construction can help workers to
recognise their skills, make the best use of retraining opportunities, recognise where they might
redeploy their skills and improve their self-esteem. As a guide for those interested in using CV
construction as part of their provision for adults in transition, the report gives a comprehensive
description of the processes and approaches used, offers example documnntation and draws out
general lessons and principles.

Cunningham, John (1991) Work based learning core skills in Employment Training: a case study.
Reference number 2836. ISBN 1 85663 022 6 £4.00 A4 34pp

This publication relates to field activities set up in West Glamorgan Skillcentre Employment
Training programmes for unemployed adult workers. Core analysis is a process enabling previous
or current experience in work to be analysed to give the core skills used and also the occupational
context of their use. Use of core analysis by worker-learners of all ages helps to develop awareness
of the skills they have and how these might be used to tackle new work activities. This case study
illustrates one of the techniques for core analysis. It presents the outcomes of core analysis
undertaken during their induction by 15 ET trainees with varied occupational experience.

Grundy, Robert (1991) A work based learning approach to selection and training (British Gas/
WBLP). Reference number 2830. ISBN 1 85663 087 0 £4.50 A4 33pp

Written by Robert Grundy with British Gas plc (Eastern) and the Work Based Learning Project
this report describes the work undertaken in designing a selection document for use when appointing
adult trainees in craft operative posts. A WBLP process core analysis was u:ied to generate a
job-specific supplement to the standard application form. The innovatory feature was the use of
the work based learning core skills as a common language for describing the skills and experience
needed. This language was accessible to all candidates, no matter what their backgrounds. The
selectors were then able to explore the match between the skills necessary for competent
performance of the job and the skills possessed by the candidates. This publication describes the
design and trialling of the supplementary sheet. There is also a step by step commentary to assist
readers who might wish to design a similar selection document for use in their own workplaces.

Hunt, Martha etal. (1991) Using Individual Development Plans: the work based learning approach
to action planning. Reference number 2820 ISBN 1 85663 057 9 £7.50 A4 53pp

The Individual Development Plan (IDP), which was developed by the WBLP after extensive field
work, provides a means of specifying and reviewing a programme for an individual learner. It

comprises two parts: Part 1 says who the learner is, what experience and training they've had,
what they can do in skill terms rather than only job activities, and looks at how they need to
manage change within their present or future employment. Part 2 is concerned with planning
learning content and reviewing progress on a rolling basis. This publication provides a format
with comprehensive, clear instructions on how to complete it; raises staff training issues; and
gives two full examples from field work. It also identifies ways IDPs could be used: for managers
studying for higher qualifications; in developmental staff appraisal schemes; for higher education
students on sandwich courses; for upskillinWretraining workers; in vocational courses for full- or
part-time students; and for unemployed adults on education/training schemes.
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Hunt, Martha et al. (1992a) 1 he flow chart for core analysis: a technique for analysing work activity
using work based learning core skills. Reference number 2813. ISBN 1 85663 005 6 £8.50 A4 43pp

The Work Based Learning Pruiect (WBLP) generated a process known as core analysis to help
workers develop new kinds of workplace skills. Core analysis enables workers to gain insight
into the skills they have and use, to be aware of the context of that use, and to recognise how they
might apply their skills to new contexts. The Flow chart for core analysis provides a manual for
the flow chart technique of core analysis. It includes notes for supervisors/tutors/trainers; learners'
guide; learners' core analysis workbook; and notes on and examples of various ways of presenting
the results of core analysis. The flow chart has been used in a variety of ways by supervisors,
tutors and trainers working with different groups of learners including employed adults, full -time
students on work experience/BTEC courses and people on programmes for the long-term
unemployed.

Hunt, Martha et al. (1992b) COMPET2 program manual for core analysis: a technique for analysing
work activity using work b,:sed learning core skills (with IBM compatible disk). Reference number
2826 COMPET2 Manual ISBN 1 85663 015 3 A4 47pp Price for the manual with disk £17.50
COMPET2 Disk ISBN 1 85663 010 2

COMPET2 is a computer program (based on The flow chart for core analysis. It offers a
technique for core analysis and provides a structure which helps the analysis to be carried out
methodically so that important aspects of skilled performance are not left unexamined. It offers a
structured approach to analysing occupational performance which is not confined 'o specialists
but can be used by supervisors/tutors/trainers and by worker-learners. This document provides a
manual for the COMPET2 technique of core analysis. It includes notes for supervisors/tutors/
trainers, learners' guide, learners' core analysis workbook, notes on ways of presenting the results
of core analysis, and examples of ways of presenting the results of core analysis.

Levy, Margaret (editor) (1989) A guide to work based learning terms ISBN 0 907659 63 2 £8.50 A4
135pp

The guide contains definitions and commentary on 96 terms from vocational education and
training (VET) where there has been an explosion of specialist language over the last few years.
The commentary attempts to identify differences in the use of traditional and new terms, and to
clarify current usage. The guide will be of interest to trainers and tutors, employers, personnel
managers, careers advisers, administrators and policy makers including Those in industry bodies
and training and enterprise councils. It has sections on aims, methods, and assessment and
certification in VET.

Levy, Margaret (1991) Work based learning a good practice model. Reference number 2845 ISBN
1 85663 008 0 £2.00 A4 6pp

This document provides an introduction for UK companies and off-job providers interested in
using the partnership model of work based learning (WBL). It identifies the possible aims and
outcomes of WBL for employers and employees and provides an overview of strategies, tools
and techniques available to raise the quality of WBL practice.

Mansfield, Bob and David Matthews (1985a) Job competence a description for use in vocational
education and training. ISBN: 9 097659 34 9 £2.00

This introductory leaflet explores the nature of job competence as it has been highlighted by the
use of core skills in analysing work activity. The model of job competence promoted here has
since been further developed and now forms the basis for functional analysis, one of the major
tools used on the development of NVQ standards. This leaflet should be read in conjunc ion with
the leaflet on occupational standards (see below).
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Mansfield, Bob and David Matthews (1985b) Occupational standards job competence and the
measurement of achievement. ISBN 0 907659 35 7. £2.00

This introductory leaflet raises questions about the nature of occupational standards and their
function, and investigates whether the job competence model might offer a basis for defining and
using occupational standards. An extended and refined job competence model is now being used
to develop and define occupational standards. This leaflet raises important issues about the functions
of occupational standr rds and qualifications which still need to be addressed nationally. This
leaflet should be read in conjunction with the leaflet on job competence (see above.)

Matthews, David, Tim Oates and Margaret Levy (1992) Strategies for structuring learning
opportunities in the workplace and implementing work based learning. Reference number 2828
ISBN 1 85663 077 3 £6.00 A4 48pp

The WBLP has developed a good practice model of work based learning. This has learning as its
prime aim. It is a partnership model, the partners being production professionals, worker-learners
and learning professionals. Guidance professionals have a support role. The major characteristic
of the good practice model is linking learning to the work role. This focuses the learning on the
worker doing a job and ensures that the learning is seen as relevant both to employer and worker
needs. Part 1 of this publication provides an introduction to the good practice model and to the
strategies, tools and techniques that employers, trainers, line managers and off-job providers can
use to help improve the quality of current work based learning practice. Part 2 details, with
examples, a particular set of strategies designed to help with the structuring of learning opportunities
in the workplace. It offers suggestions about how the learning which can take place through
experience in the workplace can be more effectively identified and managed to promote a technically
competent, versatile, adaptable workforce.

Worley, Sheila (1993) Individual Development Plans in BTEC First and National Diplomas. Reference
number 2825 ISBN 1 85663 072 2 £6.00 A4 61pp

This publication follows the progress of a class of BTEC students at Cornwall College whose
tutor (Sheila Worley) used work based learning materials (particularly IDPs and cores skills
analysis) to enhance the delivery of their course. This extensive field work influenced the eventual
design of the materials and, as such, has been invaluable.
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About the Mendip Papers

The Mendip Papers are a topical series of booklets
written specially for managers in further and higher
education. As managers and governors take on new
responsibilities and different roles they face new
challenges, whether in the areas of resource and
financial management or in the pursuit of quality,
the recruitment of students and the development of
new personnel roles. The Mendip Papers provide
advice on these issues and many more besides.

Some of the papers provide guidance on issues of
the moment. Others offer analysis, providing
summaries of key recent research studies or surveys.
The authors are experts in their areas and offer
insights into the ways in which the fields of post-
school education and training are changing.

Mendip Papers provide up-to-date information on
important current issues in vocational education

and training, as well as summaries of research
studies and surveys, along with informed and
sometimes controversial perspectives on the issues.
Managers need Mendip Pape 3 to keep abreast of
current developments and to deal with key problems
and challenges. Staff development officers and
trainers will find them invaluable as a basis for in-
college management training and staff development
activities.

The list of Mendip Papc -s is growing steadily. If
you have tackled a particular piece of research or
conducted a survey in the fields of further, higher or
adult education, or have undertaken an innovative
management initiative which would be of interest
to other managers, please contact the series editor,
Lynton Gray, at The Staff College with a view to
publishing your work and disseminating it
throughout the post-school education system.
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